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Jesuits Essays - St. Ignatius Loyola. St Ignatius of Loyola is an inspiring person and has touched the lives of many
people even now Need Writing Help?.

When Ignatius turned sixteen years old, he was sent to be a page to Juan Velazquez, the treasurer of the
kingdom of Castile. Ignatius Loyola the man who found the Society of Jesus or the Jesuits. Peter Faber, a
young man from Savoy in the south of France, and Francis Xavier, a nobleman from the eastern end of the
Basque country, were his first roommates, [14] and would become his closest associates in founding the Jesuit
order. Ignatius was so high on education that every Jesuit had to be trained to be a scholar and clerics in case
someday they would take over the Catholic Church Simon  He would finally get job done by creating orders
of monks around the world. Both refuse to integrate into the modern world, preferring to imagine it away or
force their own views of culture onto those around them Cautiously he came to realize the after-effect of both
kinds of his dreams. Consequently, Loyola wrote the Constitution so that if you became part of the Catholic
Church that you would have to the follow the rules that were set. Once the book was finished was printed out
and used by all the Jesuits. The Reformation. While Loyola was recovering from his leg injury he underwent
an extraordinary conversion. Ignatius of Loyola: A New Kind of Catholicism specifically had slightly
differently ideologies in regards to the repentance of sins. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. He
started writing the book in and ended the book twenty-seven years later in Lewis  Together these three men
and a couple others made their vows of chastity and poverty and vowed to visit the Holy Land. It is not known
if Saint Ignatius ever saw or knew his mother. He was born in , but there are no records of which show the
exact date. He started as an extremely brave and tough soldier and turned into the founder of a powerful
religious order. Ignatius founded the Society of Jesus in ; these members would soon be known as the Jesuits.
Together these three men and a couple others made their vows of chastity and poverty and vowed to visit the
Holy Land. Simon, Edith. Therefore, Ignatius is an important man because of his works in education and his
beliefs that knowledge is an important aspect in the Catholic Church. While they do differ personally, they
both present social commentary in the same veinâ€”representing modern alienation from society and the self.
By the time that he was fifteen he was already interested in to religion. The Society of Jesus has had a
tremendous influence on the world for the past six centuries and still to this day continues to grow. I would
like share with you a prayer called, Examen of Consciousness developed by St.


